
IR to Forensics

Bridging the GAP between Incident Response and Forensics

Securing evidence while doing rapid and
accurate response



About me

C:\Users\eal.AD3>whoami
ad3\eal

C:\Users\eal.AD3>net user eal /domain | find "*"
Global Group memberships       
*MSS-Ledere        *MSS-Kundedrift
*Scanrigg          *mss
*Sikkerhetstesting *Ledere
*ics-group         *mnemonic
*Rekruttering-gruppe    *Domain Users
*ISMS-Forum        *mss-drift
*mIRT              *Forensics
*FIRST-Rep         *Teknisk
*Interndrift-strategi   *PCI-CDE

eal@osl-shell ~ % ls -ltd ~eal/.* | head -1
drwxr-xr-x  2 eal mnemonic   4096 Jan  2  2002 /home/eal/.mc
(whatever….can not hit the mark on everything should have been 2001)

Erik Alexander Løkken
eal@mnemonic.no



My experience and point of view

TLDR; Rule of thumb, critical controls are missing
(with some few delightful exceptions).

In Incident Response, I do most of my work as a consultant.
Range from typical “Conficker”-incidents to nation state driven breach
scenarios.
Size range: Less than hundred hours to several thousand hours of work.
100+ cases, involving forensics, last 15 years, in other organizations.
Some are “returning customers”, most are not.
The environments are not “InfoSec Utopias”:

Lacking documentation
Missing technical controls and “visibility” tools
Missing log collection
The organizations are not prepared and does not have experience
with “this” type of incidents.



Presentation goals...
Share experience from handling breach incidents, in “sub-optimal”
conditions (which is often the reality in the real world).
Show some of our techniques and tools, which may help reduce
the gap between real world expectations and “best practices"
Highlight the value of doing “forensics” during “incident response”

Agenda:

About me
My experience, background and point of view
Tools, techniques and procedures
Frequent challenges
The above, applied on a real world scenario

Arriving at one
goal is the

starting point
to another. 

 
- John Dewey



Tools, techniques & procedures

Primary tools/techniques
Tools we almost always use for breach-type scenarios.

Secondary tools/techniques
Tools we use, depending on:

The environment
Threat actor tactics, techniques and procedures



Primary tools/techniques
Procedures and techniques

Acquire evidence
Host (disk, memory)
Logs (AV, web servers, firewall, AD, VPN, DHCP, DNS, mail)
(Ideally already available in Log Management / SIEM)
Network (PCAP/NetFlow)

Tools

Plaso / Sleuthkit
mnemonic IR/forensics tool chest

Scantool
Collection scripts (live data; processes, sockets, logged on
users, memory)

If available: “next gen” IR-tools (HX, CB, GRR, MIG)



Secondary tools, techniques and
procedures
Procedures and techniques

Intel gathering
Honeypot (of clients or TA activity)
External/Internal scanning (discovery and vulnerability)

Tools

EnCase/FTK
Malware Analysis tools (static, dynamic)
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager
Log management and SIEM
Documentation tool (case documentation tool)



The challenges
The forensics tools are built for small cases involving a limited set
with machines (but not limited time)
The attacks often involves a large amount of hosts, involving
multiple log sources and a very long timeframe

A few things to check on a lot of machines (repeatedly)
A lot of things to check on a few machines

Because of the timeframe a lot of the data is “lost”
Normalization and correlation:

DHCP clients move around
Different log sources has different format
Source of Hide-NAT
Internal DNS-servers



Scoping
This is not a presentation about IR methodologies or IR Frameworks, I

however, must say something about scoping.

Initial scope
Keep known machines live until you know the scope

Do NOT remediate, before the full scope is known.
Scope is increased, for every confirmed compromised host (or
newly discovered TA activity).
Scope is decreased, for every suspected compromised host
confirmed not to be compromised (or TA activity which did
not yield results).

Adjust must have data as you go.
 

Often investigation reveals new incidents. Never jump to conclusion;
In scope for one investigation (case) not necessary same incident…



Top-down procedures –
technical side

Initial information gathering
Timeframe of known events
Systems, users and topology/assets involved

Establish roles, procedures and activities
Establish timelines (do not mix these)

Timeline for incident response
Timeline for incident

Visualize involved systems and users
Gather evidence and artifacts
Keep track of ongoing/completed activities
Document chain of custody and maintain evidence integrity



Limitations of “NextGen”-IR &

e-Discovery Tools
Tools like Carbon Black, GRR, MIG and FireEye HX is nice, but has
some limitations:

Not always deployed
Not always able to detect initial breach
Might not record the data you need
In their current state, you have to adapt your workflow, to
their intended “philosophy”

E-discovery tools
Not created for IR purposes
Same as above.





Axiom - An example scope
For on of our Axiom cases we had a huge amount of potentially
breached systems. We had to collect:

Web server logs from more than 200 web servers
Data from 30+ suspected compromised clients/servers
(confirmed 20+)
Security logs from 10+ domain controllers
Security logs from 50+ servers
Firewall logs from time period of 3 months
Proxy logs from time period of 3 months
DNS logs from time period of 3 months

How do you efficiently collect and analyze the vast
amount of data?





Basic procedure per. evidence

Collect live data
Acquire evidence (disk/log)
Perform standard data extraction

Plaso
Filter relevant timeline
Known files (bad / unknown)
Data for involved assets (logs)

Look for known indicators
Verify known points of time



Old School

I used to do things like this;
egrep –F –f bad-files.hash evidence/*/scantool.out

cat firewall.log | awk –f “;” ‘{ print $5” “$8 }’  | egrep –r –f c2-iocs

cat firewall.log | egrep “198.18.123.131” | cut –d “;” –f 1 | uniq –c

egrep “11/9/2013” timeline.csv| less

Somewhat works, but not everybody likes the “GUI”.
 
And visualization is cooler…..as well as all kind of other
cool stuff you would like to do with the data.



New School -

scaling and visualization
Cool tools Splunk (or ELK) , neo4j or your
favourite graph DB
…we can do our awk/sed/grep-stuff in
Splunk/Kibana

| geoip

| top src_ip

| bucket _time span=24h | chart count(src_ip) by _time, host



Dashboards (kibana)



More easy to search and find
artifacts (kibana)



More easy to search and find
anomalies (kibana)



Search for C2 activity (Splunk)



Abuse of compromised account
(Splunk)



Graph visualisation (neo4j)



In an ideal world - you would:

Have unlimited time
You would have all relevant data
available

Logs
Audit logs
Communication logs
Packet capture
Process activity
Snapshot of file changes

…..



During an ideal incident
response you would:

Immediately know scope
Know all adversary activity
Block all exfiltration
Restore normal state without
interruption
Have controls in-place that enable
you to do proper incident response
…..



In a real world you do not:

….have all data you would like
….know the original state of affairs
….have proper tools available
….know your adversary
….will never know everything
…..

So in a real world you will have to choose what to
loose…..



To sum up

Tools, tactics and procedures can reduce the gap
You can secure evidence AND work efficient
The amount of data requires creative thinking
Do not expect a “InfoSec Utopia”

Mind the Gap and Keep Calm!



External references/pictures : Thanks!
Mozilla InvestiGator : mig.mozilla.com

http://i0.wp.com/www.transformedinchrist.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/MindTheGapBG.jpg

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f6/%E8%AB%8B%E5%B0%8F%E5%BF%83%E6%9C%88%E5%8F%B0%E7%A9%BA%E9%9A%99.JPG

http://www.hoover.org/sites/default/files/cybersecurity_shutterstock_137894381.jpg

https://gottmitunsdotnet.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/trench1.jpg

http://wallup.net/sunrise-goal-clouds-soccer-pitches/


